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n the past several weeks, Russian President Vladimir Putin
has received Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud
in Moscow and met with Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei in Tehran. Russia is
making diplomatic efforts in Syria
both through the Astana peace process and in expressing interest in
autonomy for Syrian Kurds and so
wooing the Democratic Union Party, an erstwhile United States ally
against the Islamic State (ISIS).
Russian outreach does not stop
there. Despite supporting Syrian
President Bashar Assad alongside
Hezbollah in the Syria war, Moscow
maintains intelligence co-operation with Israel, vital in the splitsecond coordination required with
fighter jets in the same airspace.
Compared to the pomp and media circus following US President
Donald Trump, Putin proceeds
with stealth. The crucial difference
is that Putin does not see politics
as a zero-sum game. By avoiding
simplistic “either-or” options, he
advances Russia’s political and economic interests even while posing
as an arbitrator.
The regional powers understand
this mentality. Turkey is allied
with the United States and the Gulf
Arabs in supporting the Syrian opposition but shares Iran’s fears over
Kurdish autonomy. The Saudis talk
of a “Shia crescent” and yet blockade Qatar, a fellow Salafist monarchy while reaching out to Iraqi Shia
leaders. Israel has developed subtle
links with Arab leaders who share
the Israelis’ fears over Iran and the
Muslim Brotherhood.
Likewise, Iran has long-standing
commitments to regional allies —
Syrian President Bashar Assad and
Hezbollah — and a pragmatism that
Iranian President Hassan Rohani
has sought to develop. Iran’s leaders are suspicious of Russia given
historical rivalries and Moscow’s
2005 support for referring Tehran’s

nuclear programme to the UN Security Council. And yet, they welcome common ground against the
Trump administration.
Putin’s visit boosts political
and economic co-operation after
Trump called for tougher sanctions on Iran and refused to certify
Tehran’s compliance with the 2015
nuclear agreement. In Tehran, Putin reiterated Russia’s commitment
to the nuclear deal, officially called
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA). He stressed that
Iran’s missile programme was an
unrelated defence matter.
Putin took with him senior energy officials and CEOs and there
were six memorandums of understanding signed with Russian companies, including Gazprom and
Rosneft. Rosneft CEO Igor Sechin
cited a figure, apparently for his
company alone, of $30 billion in
investments in “several oil and gas
fields.” Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak said that, by yearend, Russia and Iran would agree to
a project involving Gazprom sending Iranian gas to India.

Putin’s visit boosts
political and economic
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tougher sanctions
on Iran.
This adds to seven memorandums of understanding agreed
to last year for seven oilfields
with Lukoil, Gazprom, Tatneft
and Zarubezhneft. The fields are
largely established ones with poor
recovery rates. Iran has said it was
in talks with Rosneft over four oilfields and with Gazprom over gas
projects, including a pipeline to India, storage and liquid natural gas.
Memorandums of understanding
do not always come to fruition and
Tehran is keeping its options open.
It is wary of being too reliant on
Russia or on anyone else.
Iran would like to tempt Western
energy majors, which have the latest technology and can help meet

Iran’s target of $200 billion foreign
investment in energy by 2021 but it
has not yet added to the $5 billion
deal signed with Total in July for
phase 11 of the South Pars gas field.
While European investment in
the wider Iranian economy is increasing, the dollar’s special role in
oil makes the energy majors fearful
of current and possible US sanctions. If the Western companies
continue to hold back, Russian involvement in Iranian energy will
increase.
Russia’s overall trade with Iran
— approximately $2 billion in 2016
— is below 2010’s record $3.7 billion but it is growing, with both
sides examining options for barter
given Iran’s lack of access to dollars
to fund an unfavourable trade balance.
Russia’s exports to Iran are led
by machinery, arms (notably the
S-300 missile defence system delivered last year) and grain. Russian
private companies are investing
in Iranian internet companies and
pharmaceuticals.
Energy is important but not the
only potential area for growth.
While in Tehran, Putin attended a
three-way summit with Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev to move
along the “north-south corridor”
project. This is a transit link from
Iran to northern and Eastern Europe. The summit backed speedy
completion of the Rasht-Astana
rail link, further energy swaps and
establishing a legal regime for the
Caspian Sea.
This is part of a web of new pipeline and rail links through central
Asia to China that Oxford Professor Peter Frankopan has called a
“New Silk Road” but there is also
a more short-term, specific Iranian response to the United States.
Whereas President Barack Obama
saw the JCPOA as a step towards
reorienting Iran towards the West,
Trump is pushing it closer to Russia.
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Expanding reach. Russian President Vladimir Putin steps down
from his plane on his arrival to Mehrabad Airport in Tehran, on
November 1.
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Facing increased
uncertainty in
Lebanon, Tehran is
forced to provide
Hezbollah with
increased funds
and more arms.
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ran, which is often the instigator of regional instability,
is concerned about volatility
sparked by the resignation
of Lebanese Prime Minister
Saad Hariri. Hariri’s stepping
down not only ends the political
cohabitation between Hezbollah
and other leading political forces
in Lebanon, it exposes Tehran’s
ally to a military threat from Israel
and harsh international sanctions.
Everything seemed to be in
Tehran’s favour when Iranian
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei’s foreign policy adviser
Ali Akbar Velayati met with Hariri
in Beirut on November 3. “Iran
supports stability in Lebanon and
defends the stability of the Lebanese government,” Velayati said
after the meeting.
He continued: “It is the terrorists and extremist takfiri movements, supported by the United
States, the Zionists and some regional countries, who do not want
stability, security, independence
and unity in the region.”
Hariri responded by saying: “In
spite of some conflicts, stability and security is established in
Lebanon and all groups cooperate
[to achieve this goal].”
Less than 48 hours later, Hariri
had resigned. In a televised address from Riyadh, Hariri said he
feared an assassination plot and
accused Iran of meddling in the
region, causing “devastation and
chaos.”
Iranian leaders and the country’s regional allies attempted
to give measured and confident
responses but they are clearly

fearful of political instability in
Lebanon.
Rather than attack Hariri and
his Future Movement, Hezbollah
leader Hassan Nasrallah charged
Saudi Arabia with the “dangerous accusations” made in Hariri’s
resignation statement. He urged
the Lebanese people to remain
calm. In an indirect reference to
the 1975-90 civil war in Lebanon,
Nasrallah warned against “taking
politics into the streets” and “returning to sectarian provocations
of the past.” He said Israel would
not “wage war unless the result is
decisively in its favour.”
In Tehran, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Bahram Qassemi took
a similar line and targeted Saudi

Arabia. He said: “The resigned
Lebanese prime minister’s
repetition of unfounded accusations levelled against Iran by the
Zionists, Saudis and Americans
bear witness to the fact that this
resignation, too, is a new scenario
to create new tension in Lebanon
and in the region.”
Major-General Mohammad Ali
Jafari, the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps commander, assumed a bolder posture. Hariri’s
departure from office “may not
be that bad,” he said. “What good
did he do for the Lebanese people?
God willing, the situation will
improve.”
“A resignation delivered in Riyadh sends the clear message that

House of cards. The head of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps, Major-General Mohammad Ali Jafari, speaks to journalists
in Tehran. 							(AP)

it took place with the backing of
the Arrogance [the United States]
and the Arab states,” Jafari added.
Iran and its allies have every
reason to be concerned. With the
blessing of Lebanese President
Michel Aoun, Hariri’s premiership
marked at least political cohabitation, if not reconciliation between
Hezbollah and other leading
political forces in Lebanon. This
arrangement not only legitimised
Hezbollah as a part of the government but implicitly recognised
Hezbollah’s military and its engagement in neighbouring Syria.
Hariri’s resignation effectively
puts an end to this.
In addition, Hezbollah may find
itself more exposed to international sanctions and extremely
vulnerable if there is armed conflict with Israel. It is ill-prepared
for this given its costly involvement in Syria over the past six
years. I have identified 1,172 Hezbollah fighters, including 71 senior
officers, killed in combat in Syria
since October 2012. This number
must be considered an absolute
minimum; the real figures are
probably higher. Hezbollah fighters undoubtedly gained combat
experience in Syria but the militia
needs time to reorganise and
rebuild its capabilities.
Facing increased uncertainty
in Lebanon and the risk of Israeli
military action against Hezbollah,
Tehran is forced to provide Hezbollah with increased funds and
more arms. With one move on the
chess board, the house of cards
built by the Islamic Republic has
come tumbling down.

